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Introduction 
This document describes the Charge DeFi, a part of the Charge Ventures 
ecosystem.

Please read the Disclaimer before investing. All content in this document is 
to be considered informational in nature and is in no way to be construed as 
financial advice. 

Charge DeFi Summary  
Charge DeFi offers an array of tokens as an opportunity to invest in the project 
vision and to access existing and future products. The $Static token is used 
as an access token to fuel features of Charge Ventures products - Bloomify 
and the Charge Wallet1. It features a rebase mechanism below peg if a certain 
set of constraints are met. Rebase is a temporary guardrail to protect the 
ecosystem in its initial growth phase.

Charge DeFi is a combination of tokens and token liquidity pairs currently 
across two networks. Charge DeFi is available on Binance Smart Chain 
(BSC) and Fantom Opera Network (Fantom). BSC tokens consist of a utility 
token ($Charge), an elastic-supply token that can rebase under peg ($Static), 
liquidity pairs $Static-$BUSD and $Charge-$BUSD and a Membership 
receipt token (xStatic). Fantom tokens consist of a utility token ($Charge), 
an elastic-supply token with a built-in rebase mechanism ($Static), liquidity 
pairs $Static-$USDC and $Charge-$USDC. When the $Static price is at or 
above $1.01 TWAP, the ecosystem expands, and mints more $Static tokens 
into circulation. More detailed information on reward tokens and TWAP as it 
pertains to the Boardroom, Farms and Membership Pool will be covered in 
further sections.

Charge DeFi focuses on security first - every product, contract and vault are 
subjected to rigorous internal and third-party auditing and is not released until 
fully cleared for use.  The Charge team believes in complete transparency with 
investors. 

Team  
The Charge Team has decades of experience in tech, IT, telecom, and 
entrepreneurship along with a background in cryptocurrency; DeFi in particular. 

11Not the official name, only a placeholder
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At this time the team consists of:
1 Operations manager    7  Developers
1 Business developer    1 Product manager
12 Mods/Support     5 Marketeers
3 Designers
   Additional support (legal counsel, external auditors, etc.)

In addition to working together previously, some of the team members have 
also been an advisor, external consultant, or auditor for other projects. Charge 
was born from this cumulative learning of what works and what historically 
doesn’t, along with the first-hand experience of what it takes to launch, build 
and grow a company. Charge is delivering real products, clear plans and has 
the experience to achieve them.

Company Formation 
Charge became a legal entity headquartered in Dubai, UAE in March 2022. 
This step forward underscores the belief in our company vision and cements 
our position as a serious contender in the fintech space. Charge will continue 
to expand both internally as a business and externally with our development of 
products. By deciding to form a legal entity we are committed to upholding our 
values and standards which sets us apart from the more temporary crypto-
centric projects.

Charge DeFi Roadmap

Q4 2021
Launched on Binance Smart Chain network 
as a premier elastic supply coin with rebase 
under peg to provide passive daily income.
     Farms Launched
     Boardroom Opened

Q2 2022
    FTM Chain launch
    Listed on Yieldwolf 
    

Q1 2022
Added xStatic Membership to offer unique 

benefits to BSC holders. 
Membership open    .    

Genesis farms and pools open    .
 



Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
 $Charge - The Utility token in the Charge DeFi ecosystem
 $Static - An Elastic-Supply token, the main value asset
 xStatic - A Receipt-of-Membership token 
 $Static-BUSD LP - Liquidity pair token
 $Charge-BUSD LP - Liquidity pair token

Fantom Opera Network (Fantom)
 $Charge - The Utility token in the Charge DeFi ecosystem
 $Static - An Elastic-Supply token, the main value asset
 $Static-USDC LP -  Liquidity pair token
 $Charge-USDC LP - Liquidity pair token
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History 
Charge DeFi initially launched on Binance Smart Chain in Q4 2021 and Fantom 
Opera Network on April 15th, 2021. Chain tokenomics are independent of each 
other which means the prices and rebases only are affected by and impact 
each chain. Any function that is chain-specific will be noted in the remainder 
of the documentation.

Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
Nov 19 2021 - Site launch, BSC pools open to earn $Static
Nov 27 2021 - BSC Farming open for $Charge
Dec 01 2021 - BSC Boardroom opened 

Fantom Opera Network (FTM)
April 14 - Snapshot for airdrop, public site is available, can stake in farms
April 15 - Farms started at 3PM UTC
April 20 - Boardroom started at 8PM UTC
May 21 - Bridging for limited $Charge opens

Tokens  
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Configurable Ecosystem
The main differences between traditional elastic supply coins and the $Static 
token, are the rebase mechanism below peg and the modular design of 
the contracts: most aspects of $Charge, $Static, xStatic and our Pools are 
configurable to ensure the platform is sustainable. 

Epochs
An epoch is a moment in time that code executes in the contracts, 
approximately 8 hours per epoch, 3 per day. At that moment the following 
actions happen: Withdraw and Claim timers unlock, and $Static and/or 
$Charge rewards are disbursed in the Boardrooms; the Static-Charge Swap 
tools are refilled with 22.1 $Charge; and Rebase is triggered if the conditions 
are met. 

Rebase Mechanism
When looking at many former DeFi projects, we’ve seen sub-peg fees, taxes, 
bonding systems, token burn systems, etc. The implementation of these 
measures wasn’t enough to push the price of the token back up to peg, and 
ultimately, these projects failed. To protect our ecosystem, we’ve implemented 
the Rebase mechanism.

The Rebase mechanism is built into the $Static token contract and controls 
the circulating supply of $Static to match the market demand, thus, raising 
the $Static price. The Rebase mechanism only operates below peg, when the 
criteria is met to trigger a Rebase. 

Rebase pushes $Static back up towards, or over peg. Rebase % is based on 
how close $Static TWAP* is to $1.00 BUSD* at an epoch: Near peg = smaller 
rebase % and far from peg = bigger rebase %. The rebase mechanism is 
triggered at an epoch when either: the $Static TWAP is at or below $.80, or 
the TWAP has been at or below $1.00 for 12 epochs. The $ value remains the 
same before and after the rebase occurs but the quantity of $Static reduces.
Rebases can occur on both BSC and FTM chains but are independent of
each other.  

Important Note: Rebase affects all $Static and $Static LP tokens in 
circulation, including any tokens in wallets, farms, and pools. The only

*TWAP = time weighted average price 
* $BUSD on BSC and $USDC on FTM



Example
100,000 $Static in circulation worth $1.00 =        $100,000
$Static TWAP drops to $0.92, 100,000 x $0.92 =         $92,000
 The ecosystem rebases back to peg
92,000 $Static in circulation worth $1.00 =                   $92,000
*actual values will vary based on rebase % and market conditions
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exceptions are unclaimed $Static rewards in the Boardroom and $Static 
staked in the xStatic Membership pool. 

Boardroom and Expansions
When the price of $Static is above $1.01 the ecosystem will expand and 
mint more $Static. Only by staking in the Boardroom, will investors receive 
part of this expansion in $Static tokens. If the price of $Static is below $1.00 
TWAP (peg), the expansion halts and the Boardroom stops minting new 
$Static rewards until $Static regains $1.00 TWAP (peg) at an epoch. Rewards 
in $Charge will always be minted. Boardrooms on different chains are 
independent of each other and rely on the $Static TWAP for that chain. 

Boardroom Lockups
The Boardrooms on all chains have a lockup period that is triggered by 
depositing, claiming, and withdrawing. Withdrawing funds auto-claims all 
rewards. Staked tokens will be locked up for 48 hours (6 epochs) after every 
deposit or claim. Any unclaimed rewards will be locked up for 24 hours 
(3 epochs). Boardroom lockup periods provide stability to the protocol by 
preventing any coordinated activities to dramatically move price.

$Static-BUSD Compound Option
The Boardroom features a compound button the $Static-BUSD pool. This 
action compounds your earnings back into the LP and resets the timer.
  
  Over Peg (TWAP>$1.01): 
  Stake $Charge   receive $Static
  Stake $Static LP  receive $Static and $Charge

  Under Peg (TWAP<$1.01)
  Stake $Charge   no rewards are issued in $Static
  Stake $Static LP  receive $Charge rewards only



$Static Token  
$Static is an elastic supply token within the Charge DeFi ecosystem. 
$Static is pegged to $1.00 and has a built-in rebase mechanism. $Static 
on BSC is pegged to BUSD, $Static on FTM is pegged to USDC. Currently, 
depositing your $Static into the xStatic Membership pool on BSC is the only 
way to protect your $Static from Rebase. Please see the Rebase section for 
more details.

$Static is the primary token for accessing Charge products. It will be required 
for Bloomify and the Charge Wallet1. The main purpose of buying, holding 
and farming $Static will to gain access to these products and any products 
developed in the future. 

  $Static Tokenomics

   Rebase Criteria   
  Number of epochs TWAP <= $1.00*                   12
  TWAP Threshold Hit               $0.80*

  Expansion
  Expansion for each chain                When $Static price > $1.01*
  Expansion Amount           (TWAP – 1.01) * index * circulation
  Expansion Index                     0.1

  Expansion Distribution (BSC)
  $Pulse Debt Repayment                     5%
  Project Wallet % (100% used for Operating/Marketing)                         5%
  Boardroom Rewards                    90%
 $Charge Boardroom %                        85%
 $Static-$BUSD Boardroom                  15%
  BSC Expansion                         100%

  Expansion Distribution (Fantom)
  Project Wallet % (100% used for Operating/Marketing)                           6.5%
  Boardroom Rewards                       93.5%
           $Charge Boardroom %                      79.5%
   $Static-$USDC  Boardroom                 14%
  Fantom Expansion                 100%
 
 TWAP = time weighted average price 
* $BUSD on BSC and $USDC on FTM
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$Charge Token
$Charge is the main utility token of the Charge DeFi ecosystem and is exempt 
from the rebase mechanism. Staking $Charge in the Boardroom rewards you 
with part of the $Static expansion each epoch. The price of $Charge depends 
on the market demand for $Static on each chain. Limited $Charge on BSC will 
be able to bridge to FTM.

 $Charge Tokenomics

Max Cap             200,000 

BSC
$Static LP Farm  29,000.00   Linearly every block over 3 months
$Charge LP Farm  34,787.00   Linearly every block over 7.5 months
$Static LP Boardroom  58,963.00 Linearly every epoch over 7 months
Smart $Static Swap 12,246.00  Linearly every epoch over 6 months
Team  12,252.00 Linearly every block over 7.5 months
Reserve  12,252.00   A reserve for new products or features
Audit Bootstrap      500.00 One time initial fundraise for audit 
Total Allocation           160,000.00 

Fantom
$Static LP Farm    5,520.00   Linearly every second over 2 months
$Charge LP Farm  15,462.50   Linearly every second over 4 months
$Static LP Boardroom    8,992.50 Linearly every second over 4 months
Smart $Static Swap   3,200.00 Linearly every second over 4 months
Team    3,200.00 Linearly every second over 4 months
Reserve    3,200.00   A reserve for new products or features
xStatic BSC Farm       425.00   Distributed for xStatic Membership 
Total Allocation           40,000.00 

Bridge (BSC-Fantom)
Deposits   160,000.00   5 $Charge/epoch, doubling deposit 
                                                                amounts every 8 days

*Bridge tokens not counted in total circulating supply and will be added to bridge by con-
tracts where the liquidity tokens are permanently locked
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xStatic Membership 

Deposit 1 $Static
- Receive 1 xStatic token
- Original $Static is rebase-free

xStatic Token
xStatic tokens are a receipt of your deposit into the BSC-only Membership 
pools. Keep your Membership receipts in your wallet to qualify for 
Membership benefits and to redeem your deposit after the unlock timer 
expires. Any addition to the xStatic Membership pool resets the 3-month lock 
timer. You can view your end block by clicking on the end block located on the 
Membership page. Rewards are always based on token quantity. 

Your receipt tokens must be in your wallet to qualify for redemption and/or 
any associated benefits

LP Tokens
LP Tokens are providing liquidity to a project through adding even dollar value 
pairs of tokens. As the price of each token changes, the token quantity in your 
LP changes as well as your LP value. Please note that adding and withdrawing 
LP tokens is a two-step process. Selling or swapping your LP token may 
result in a substantial loss. Charge also encourages all LP investors to be very 
familiar with the concept of Impermanent Loss and understand how Rebase 
affects the $Static in the LP.

Deposit 1 $Static-BUSD LP
- Receive 4 xStatic token
- Original $Static-BUSD LP is subject to 
   rebase  

xStatic Membership Benefits

- Beta access to products
- Possible discounts on products
- Possible reduced fees on products
- Rebase-free $Static

- Access to genesis farms
- Additional staking farms may be  
  offered
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Please Note

Do not sell or swap your LP tokens
You must withdraw and split LP tokens back to two tokens in order to sell



BSC
$Static-BUSD LP Token
50% $Static, 50% BUSD form this liquidity pair. Available from Pancakeswap 
(PCS) or the LP Zapper in Charge DeFi Tools on the website.$Charge-BUSD 
LP Token
50% $Charge, 50% BUSD form this liquidity pair. Available from Pancakeswap 
(PCS) or the LP Zapper in Charge DeFi Tools on the website.

FTM
$Static-USDC LP Token
50% $Static, 50% USDC form this liquidity pair. Available from Spookyswap or 
the LP Zapper in Charge DeFi Tools on the website.

$Charge-USDC LP Token
50% $Charge, 50% USDC form this liquidity pair. Available from Spookyswap 
or the LP Zapper in Charge DeFi Tools on the website.

Pools and Farms
BSC
The BSC Farms page currently has $Charge-BUSD LP which rewards you in 
$Charge tokens and the rotating xStatic Farm which has recently allowed 
users to farm Static and Charge IOU tokens. To check when any farm is 
starting or ending users can click the Start or End Block listed on that farm. 
Beefy.finance also has a $Charge-BUSD LP that will be running until 29 Sept 
2022. Beefy pools auto-compound your LP tokens. Please note for any LP 
tokens you must create LP and add liquidity and when withdrawing, remove 
LP and split the LP back into two tokens.

FTM
The Fantom Charge DeFi Farms page launched with $Static-$USDC and 
$Charge-$USDC farms in April 2022. Additional farms may follow along with 
marketing pools to encourage investors from similar protocols to join Charge.

Where to Deposit LP tokens

Charge DeFi Boardroom or Charge DeFi Membership page
Charge DeFi Farms page, Beefy.finance or Yieldwolf
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https://bscscan.com/block/countdown/21782703
https://bscscan.com/block/countdown/21782703
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Security Measures

   Fully automated testing of contracts using code analysis tools
   Timelocks to prevent contract changes
   Automated testing during deployment (tokenomics / behavior)
   Regular external audits by experienced developers

Charge DeFi Tools
Access our easy to use tools from the bottom right corner of the website 
when your wallet is connected. These apply to all chains.

Static - Charge Swap (smart swap) tool
Each epoch $Charge is allocated to the Static - Charge Swap tool as part of 
the expansion. This limited supply is depleted quickly.

22.1 $Charge on BSC per epoch
8.88 $Charge on FTM per epoch

LP Zapper
The LP Zapper takes one token of your choice from the drop-down list, sells 
the required amount to pair into an LP. Please note you must create LP and 
stake. Likewise, to remove - withdraw and then break LP.

Charge DeFi Tracker
Use our Charge DeFi Tracker to explore your wallet, history, earnings and 
more. Select which items to include in tracking from Farms, Boardroom, Beefy, 
Wallet, Basic and Expansion/Debt. You can also view past rebases here.

Security and Audits 
Security is a top priority, so we’ve implemented multiple security measures to 
ensure the safety of the investors and ecosystem. We strive to implement the 
best security measures and practices available for protection.

External audit  
Before our initial launch, an external audit was completed by Certik. We 
continue to use Certik or a comparably reputable auditing company to confirm 
our code is safe, and we audit each new feature before it is added to the 
ecosystem.



Token Addresses

Binance Smart Chain BSC
• $Static: 0x7deb9906bd1d77b410a56e5c23c36340bd60c983
• 

• $Static-BUSD LP:  0x69758726b04e527238b261ab00236afe9f34929d
• 

• $Charge: 0x1c6bc8e962427deb4106ae06a7fa2d715687395c
• 

• $Charge-BUSD LP: 0xb73b4eeb4c4912c1d1869219a22660eb478b57ea
• 

• xStatic membership receipt: 
0x6f93f7cca6d4025a6c00ac3868f43033eeabf108

• 

• fStatic IOU receipt: 0x21ABdD3036F7d8e8EF9D8bBCDd2c87d4810e489D
• fCharge IOU receipt: 0x72CB16a0b65792a1ad80778e84B7e9e0009f044D
• 

• Beefy mooStatic-BUSD receipt: 
0xaae97e1b198406d691d75b5aa60ac0b4e4b0e5cd

• 

• Beefy mooCharge-BUSD receipt: 
0xdf988851e4cba99565a9949706ff75fd7f3b1b7a

Fantom Opera Network FTM
• Static:  0x27182C8b647fd83603bB442C0E450DE7445ccfB8 
• Charge: 0xe74621A75C6ADa86148b62Eef0894E05444EAE69 
• Static-USDC LP: 0x34011465A924C554220E768dcB27d59124Ce3Fa6 
• Charge-USDC LP: 0x5d2e8a24028F5749eC58b053B38D5aaFa57c2691
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https://bscscan.com/address/0x7deb9906bd1d77b410a56e5c23c36340bd60c983
https://bscscan.com/address/0x69758726b04e527238b261ab00236afe9f34929d
https://bscscan.com/address/0x1c6bc8e962427deb4106ae06a7fa2d715687395c
https://bscscan.com/address/0xb73b4eeb4c4912c1d1869219a22660eb478b57ea
https://bscscan.com/address/0x6f93f7cca6d4025a6c00ac3868f43033eeabf108
https://bscscan.com/token/0x21ABdD3036F7d8e8EF9D8bBCDd2c87d4810e489D
https://bscscan.com/address/0x72CB16a0b65792a1ad80778e84B7e9e0009f044D
https://bscscan.com/address/0xaae97e1b198406d691d75b5aa60ac0b4e4b0e5cd
https://bscscan.com/address/0xdf988851e4cba99565a9949706ff75fd7f3b1b7a
https://ftmscan.com/address/0x27182C8b647fd83603bB442C0E450DE7445ccfB8
https://ftmscan.com/address/0xe74621a75c6ada86148b62eef0894e05444eae69
https://ftmscan.com/address/0x34011465A924C554220E768dcB27d59124Ce3Fa6
https://ftmscan.com/address/0x5d2e8a24028f5749ec58b053b38d5aafa57c2691
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Socials and Links
Website:   www.chargeventures.co
Gitbook:   docs.chargedefi.fi
Medium :  chargedefi.medium.com
Discord:   discord.gg/TDFHtWj7b5
Telegram:   t.me/chargedefi
   TG Price Chat: t.me/+sA8Wmxmv4qgxYTE0
   TG Announce: t.me/ChargeDeFiAnnouncements
Twitter:  twitter.com/ChargeDeFi
YouTube:  youtube.com/channel/UCi60sDOAOOMS7UrXLrsuk_Q
Reddit:  reddit.com/r/chargedefi
 

Trackers
Charge DeFi Tracker:  https://tracker.chargedefi.fi
 
Support/Help
Please visit our Telegram or Discord communities listed above for any Charge 
related support. Note that our team will never DM (direct message) you first or 
call you. You must initiate contact for your own security. You can verify they are 
official team members by checking the right member bar on Discord (they will be 
under Admins, Team or Mods) and on Telegram they will have a title in small font 
to the right of their names. There is a #support specific channel in our Discord 
server.

Never disclose your seed phrase to anyone. Team members and support staff 
can assist with technical support but do not provide any financial advice or 
strategy. 

Notes
1 At the time of publication there is no name released  for the Charge Wallet

https://docs.chargedefi.fi/
https://chargedefi.medium.com/
https://discord.gg/TDFHtWj7b5
https://t.me/chargedefi
https://t.me/+sA8Wmxmv4qgxYTE0
https://t.me/ChargeDeFiAnnouncements
https://twitter.com/ChargeDeFi
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCi60sDOAOOMS7UrXLrsuk_Q
https://www.reddit.com/r/chargedefi
https://tracker.chargedefi.fi/
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DISCLAIMER - READ BEFORE INVESTING
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS “DISCLAIMER” SECTION CAREFULLY. NOTHING HEREIN CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL,
BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL
ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN CONNECTION HEREWITH. THE $CHARGE AND $STATIC TOKENS ARE NOT 
LEGAL LENDER IN ANY STATE AND ARE NOT BACKED BY ANY GOVERNMENT. TOKEN HOLDERS MAY FACE IMPERMANENT 
LOSS WHEN PROVIDING LIQUIDITY TO A LIQUIDITY POOL WHERE THE PRICE OF THE DEPOSITED ASSETS MAY CHANGE COMPARED 
TO THE PRICE WHEN DEPOSITED. IMPERMANENT LOSS MAY BECOME PERMANENT IF THE TOKEN HOLDER DECIDES TO 
WITHDRAW LIQUIDITY. TOKEN HOLDERS SHOULD PERFORM DUE DILIGENCE AND USE CAUTION AT ALL TIMES. NEITHER 
CHARGE DEFI (THE COMPANY), ANY OF THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS (CHARGE DEFI TEAM) WHO HAVE WORKED ON THE 
CHARGE DEFI (AS DEFINED HEREIN) PLATFORM TO DEVELOP THE CHARGE DEFI PROTOCOL IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER, ANY 
DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF $CHARGE AND $STATIC TOKENS, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION CHARGE DEFI (THE DISTRIBUTOR),
NOR ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER WHICH 
YOU MAY SUFFER IN CONNECTION WITH ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE (HTTPS://WWW.CHARGEVENTURES.CO) 

OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY THE COMPANY OR CHARGE DEFI TEAM.

PROJECT PURPOSE  
The Company, the Distributor and their respective affiliates would develop, manage and operate the Charge DeFi protocol. The 
Company is acting solely as an arms’ length the third party in relation to the $Charge and $Static tokens sale and not in the 
capacity as a financial adviser or fiduciary of any person with regard to the sale of $Charge and $Static tokens.

NATURE OF THE WHITEPAPER  
The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general informational purposes only and do not constitute a prospectus, 
an offer document, an offer of securities, a solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any product, item or asset (whether 
digital or otherwise). The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual 
relationship. There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and no representation, warranty, 
or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Where the Whitepaper 
or the Website includes information that has been obtained from third party sources, the Company, the Distributor, their 
respective affiliates and/or the Charge DeFi team have not independently verified the accuracy or completion of such 
information. Further, you acknowledge that circumstances may change and that the Whitepaper or the Website may become 
outdated as a result; and neither the Company nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update or correct this document in 
connection therewith.

TOKEN DOCUMENTATION  
Nothing in the Whitepaper or the Website constitutes any offer by the Company, the Distributor or the Charge DeFi team to 
sell any $Charge and $Static tokens (as defined herein) nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the 
basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. Nothing contained in the Whitepaper or 
the Website is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking as to the future performance of the Charge 
DeFi protocol. The agreement between the Distributor (or any third party) and you, in relation to any sale, purchase, or other 
distribution or transfer of $Charge and $Static tokens, is to be governed only by the separate terms and conditions of such 
agreement.

The information set out in the Whitepaper and the Website is for community discussion only and is not legally binding. No 
person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the acquisition of $Charge and $Static 
tokens and no virtual currency or other forms of payment is to be accepted on the basis of the Whitepaper or the Website. 
The agreement for sale and purchase of $Charge and $Static tokens and/or continued holding of $Charge and $Static tokens 
shall be governed by a separate set of Terms and Conditions or Token Purchase Agreement (as the case may be) setting out 
the terms of such purchase and/or continued holding of $Charge and $Static tokens (the Terms and Conditions), which shall 
be separately provided to you or made available on the Website. The Terms and Conditions Documentation must be read 
together with the Whitepaper. In the event of any inconsistencies between the Terms and Conditions and the Whitepaper or the 
Website, the Terms and Conditions shall prevail.

INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY  
The information set out herein is only conceptual and describes the future development goals for the Charge DeFi protocol to 
be developed. In particular, the project roadmap in the Whitepaper is being shared in order to outline some of the plans of the 
Charge DeFi team, and is provided solely for INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES and does not constitute any binding commitment. 
Please do not rely on this information in making purchasing decisions because ultimately, the development, release, and 
timing of any products, features or functionality remains at the sole discretion of the Company, the Distributor or their 
respective 
affiliates and is subject to change. Further, the Whitepaper or the Website may be amended or replaced from time to time. 
There are no obligations to update the Whitepaper or the Website, or to provide recipients with access to any information
 beyond what is provided herein.

 (cont.
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DEEMED REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES  
By accessing the Whitepaper or the Website (or any part thereof), you shall be deemed to represent and warrant to the 
Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and the Charge DeFi team as follows:  
- In any decision to purchase any $Charge and $Static tokens, you shall not rely on any statement set out in the Whitepaper or 
the Website;  
- You will and shall, at your own expense, ensure compliance with all laws, regulatory requirements, and restrictions applicable 
(as the case may be);  
- You acknowledge, understand and agree that $Charge and $Static tokens may have no value, there is no guarantee or 
representation of value or liquidity for $Charge and $Static tokens, and $Charge and $Static tokens is not an investment 
product including for any speculative investment; 
- None of the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and/or the Charge DeFi team members shall be responsible 
for, or liable for, the value of $Charge and $Static tokens, the transferability and/or liquidity of $Charge and $Static tokens, and/
or the availability of any market for $Charge and $Static tokens through third parties or otherwise; and  
- You acknowledge, understand and agree that you are not eligible to purchase any $Charge and $Static tokens if you are a 
citizen, national, resident (tax or otherwise), domiciliary and/or green card holder of a geographic area or country (i) where it 
is likely that the sale of $Charge and $Static tokens would be construed as the sale of a security (howsoever named), financial 
service or investment product and/or (ii) where participation in token sales is prohibited by applicable law, decree, regulation, 
treaty, or administrative act (including without limitation the United States of America, Canada, United Kingdom, New Zealand, 
the People’s Republic of China (but not including the special administrative regions of Hong Kong and Macau, and the territory 
of Taiwan), Thailand, North Korea, Iran, and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam); and to this effect, you agree to provide all such 
identity verification document when requested in order for the relevant checks to be carried out.

The Company, the Distributor and the Charge DeFi team do not and do not purport to make, and hereby disclaims, all 
representations, warranties or undertaking to any entity or person (including without limitation warranties as to the accuracy, 
completeness, timeliness or reliability of the contents of the Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published by the 
Company or the Distributor). To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates 
and service providers shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, 
contract or otherwise (including, without limitation, any liability arising from default or negligence on the part of any of them, 
or any loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data) arising from the use of the Whitepaper or the Website, or 
any other materials published, or its contents (including without limitation any errors or omissions) or otherwise arising in 
connection with the same. Prospective purchasers of $Charge and $Static tokens should carefully consider and evaluate all 
risks and uncertainties (including financial and legal risks and uncertainties) associated with the $Charge and $Static tokens 
token sale, the Company, the Distributor and the Charge DeFi team.

REGULATORY APPROVAL  
No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in the Whitepaper or the Website, whether 
formally or informally. No such action or assurance has been or will be taken under any jurisdiction’s laws, regulatory 
requirements, or rules. The publication, distribution or dissemination of the Whitepaper or the Website does not imply that the 
applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with.

CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS  
All statements contained herein, statements made in press releases or in any place accessible by the public and oral 
statements that may be made by the Company, the Distributor and/or the Charge DeFi team may constitute forward-
looking statements (including statements regarding the intent, belief or current expectations with respect to market 
conditions, business strategy and plans, financial condition, specific provisions and risk management practices). You are 
cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements given that these statements involve known and 
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future results to be materially different from that 
described by such forward-looking statements, and no independent third party has reviewed the reasonableness of any such 
statements or assumptions. These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date indicated in the Whitepaper, 
and the Company, the Distributor, and the Charge DeFi team expressly disclaim any responsibility (whether express or implied) 
to release any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events after such date.

REFERENCES TO COMPANIES AND PLATFORMS 
The use of any company and/or platform names or trademarks herein (save for those which relate to the Company, the 
Distributor or their respective affiliates) does not imply any affiliation with, or endorsement by, any third party. References in 
the Whitepaper or Website to specific companies and platforms are for illustrative purposes only.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE  
The Whitepaper and the Website may be translated into a language other than English for reference purposes only. The English 
language versions shall prevail in the event of conflict or ambiguity between the English language version and translated 
versions of the Whitepaper or the Website. You acknowledge that you have read and understood the English language version 
of the Whitepaper and the Website.
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NO DISTRIBUTION  
No part of the Whitepaper or the Website is to be copied, reproduced, distributed or disseminated in any way without the
prior written consent of the Company or the Distributor. By attending any presentation on this Whitepaper or by accepting
any hard or soft copy of the Whitepaper, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations.

LOCATION + GEOFENCING
Portions of the Charge DeFi site are NOT offered to persons or entities who reside in, are citizens of, are incorporated in, 
or have a registered office in the United States of America or any Prohibited Locations, as defined below (any such person 
or entity, a “Restricted Person”). We do not make exceptions. If you are a restricted person, then do not attempt to access 
or use geofenced portions the DeFi site(s). Use of a virtual private network (e.g., a VPN) or other means by Restricted 
Persons to access is prohibited. 

You are solely responsible for adhering to all laws and regulations applicable to you and your use or access to the 
geofenced areas. Your use of the geofenced areas of the protocol is prohibited by and otherwise violate or facilitate the 
violation of any applicable laws or regulations, or contribute to or facilitate any illegal activity. 
By using or accessing the geofenced areas, you represent to us that you are not subject to sanctions or otherwise 
designated on any list of prohibited or restricted parties or excluded or denied persons, including but not limited to the 
lists maintained by the United Nations Security Council, the European Union or its Member States, or any other relevant 
government authority. 

We make no representations or warranties that the information, products, or services provided through our protocol, are 
appropriate for access or use in other jurisdictions. You are not permitted to access or use our Interface in any jurisdiction 
or country if it would be contrary to the law or regulation of that jurisdiction or if it would subject us to the laws of, or any 
registration requirement with, such jurisdiction. We reserve the right to limit the availability of our protocol to any person, 
geographic area, or jurisdiction, at any time and at our sole and absolute discretion. 

You must not use any software or networking techniques, including use of a Virtual Private Network (VPN) to modify your 
internet protocol address or otherwise circumvent or attempt to circumvent this prohibition.

Current Prohibited Locations: 
Charge DeFi does not interact with digital wallets located in, established in, or a resident of: United States of America, 
China, Syria, North Korea, Iran, Russia, Belarus, Congo, Iraq, Sudan, South Sudan, Zimbabwe, Cuba, Crimea, Seychelles, 
Malaysia and Ontario.
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